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February 27, 2019, 2:13 p.m. #1 attaching the last known m64p package (mupen64plus and GLideN64) before the project owner decided to pay for it. People should have access to the latest free build at least Patreon or not. Have fun with it, angrylion works great too! EDIT: 32-bit package attached
attached Files Last Edit Black zero; February 27, 2019, 3:41 p.m. Reason: 32-bit February 27, 2019, 23:41 #2 Thank you! February 28, 2019, 14:48 #3 No problem Robbert! Until the owner of the m64p project decides to release something to the public and non-patreon supporters it will have to do so.
June 5, 2019, 07:49 #4 Updated RDP Plus r7-116 with all commits up to 1c9eb16 for use with win32 m64p package. EDIT: Forgot to mention that it's only x86, which is the only build I could find, so unfortunately there is no x64. Attached files mupen64plus-video-angrylion-plus.zip (78.8 KB, 634 views)
Last edited Black zero; June 5, 2019, 11:22 a.m. m64p uses mupen64plus-gui, a brand new mupen64plus interface written at No.15. It supports everything you expect from the interface (state saving management, pause, screenshots, etc.). m64p comes complete with GLideN64 for a graphic plug-in. It
should give you the best out-of-the-box experience available for N64 games. Netplay and Patreon You can read the netplay wiki here m64p now includes netplay! No need to worry about hosting a server. The server is placed in the cloud. Netplay is free to use and is part of the latest m64p build. Can you
support the project on Patreon here want to play online? Come join #netplay channel on Discord: . New numbers are announced in this channel when they are created. Compatibility This is probably the most compatible N64 emulator you are going to come across. It can play games such as Resident Evil
2, Rogue Squadron, Pokemon Snap, and the World Driver Championship out of the box (without having to tinker with settings, plugins, or anything like that). Try it, you won't be disappointed. There is no installer, just unpack and play! Error Reports can be filed . You can't do this at this time. You've signed
up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party
analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see for the main functions of a website, for example, they are used to log in. Find out
more Always Active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example, they are used to information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete the task. Find out more page 2 You can't do this at this time. You've signed
up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party
analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see us that we use important cookies to perform the main functions of a website, such as
logging in. Find out more Always Active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish the task. Find out more m64p (2019/01/26)
released. m64p uses mupen64plus-gui, a brand new mupen64plus interface written at No.15. It supports all the things you expect from the interface (management save the state, pause, screenshots, etc...). m64p comes complete with GLideN64 for a graphic plug-in. It should give you the best out-of-the-
box experience available for N64 games. Download: m64p (2019/01/26) x86 Download: m64p (2019/01/26) x64 Source:Here from Emulation General Wiki Mupen64Plus Developer (s) bsmiles32, Francisco Surita, Milan Nikolic, Gilles Siberlin, littleguy77, Logan, Dorian Fevreier, Richard Goedeken Latest
Version 2.5.9 Active Platform Yes (s) Nintendo 64 Multiplatform Emulator Mupen64Plus.org Source Code GitHub Mupen64Plus is an open source, multi-platform, plug-in, Nintendo-based 64 emulator that updates and mout. Its developers decided to move away from the specification of the plug-in and
developed their own set, meaning plug-ins from other N64 emulators will not work with it. It also has a forked libretro nucleus in active development. Download the edit review (edit) Mupen64Plus lacks a graphical interface, so it can be difficult to use without using the front end. It runs either directly from
the argument command line or by dragging and resetting ROM files on the files you're getting. Unlike any other N64 emulator, Mupen64Plus uses its own plug-in specification, so it's not compatible with any plug-ins except those that are specifically ported to its specifications. By default, Mupen64Plus
applies a ton of audio buffering, causing extreme audio delays, more so than most Emulators. This can be mitigated by lowering the buffer settings in the mupen64plus.cfg file, although putting it too low will cause the audio to crack. To improve sound delay and synchronization, consider using
mupen64plus-libretro via RetroArch. The front ends (edit) front-ends of the M64Py are highly recommended for the Mupen64Plus interface. Not only does it come with everything customized, but it also comes with every plug-in plug-in for the emulator. This is great since it is very difficult to find some of the
plugins without compiling them from the source code. Unfortunately, this is not ideal, as the Config input utility doesn't work with some gamepads. mupen64plus-qt mupen64plus-gui is a good graphical interface, recently created in 2017. m64p is a package created by the same author that combines the
latest mupen64plus builds with GLideN64 and Angrylion RDP Plus video plugins and Mupen64plus-gui. This is probably the most complete package out of the box for the end user at the end of August 2017. Using Mupen64Plus'edit Windows First, create this catalog: C: 'lt'gt;Users (AppData)Roaming-
Mupen64Plus Copy all .ini and .cfg files into this folder, and then create a folder called Save. To play games, you can do the following: Drag and drop your ROM at mupen64plus.exe. In addition, associate .n64/.z64/.v64 files mupen64plus.exe through default applications, and then double tap ROMs to
play them. You can change the plugins and settings by editing the mupen64plus.cfg file. The recommended Mupen64Plus plug-in settings have their own set of plug-ins that are incompatible with the plug-ins used in other emulators. Below is an overview of the recommended installations. Usually used
video: Glide64mk2 RSP: cxd4-ssse3 Glide64mk2 is just Glide64 with additional settings and enhancements to use with Mupen64Plus. The cxd4 plug-in is the port of the RSP BatCat plug-in for Project64. To do this, you need to include DisplayListToGraphicsPlugin in the settings cxd4-ssse3. This seems
to be the best combination to use with most games, although toasters may have performance problems. If mk2 is too slow, try the regular Glide64. Best Performance and Graphics Video: Rice RSP: rsp-hle It's Mupen64Plus default plugins. The Rice Video plug-in used on other N64 emulators, best known
for its hi-res-texture support packages, is being amplified for Mupen64plus. It also has support for bilina, triline and anisotropic filtering, scaling texture and up to 16x MSAA. It's not quite up to the Glide64 level, but it does well enough for many games and is pretty quick. The default RSP plug-in seems to
be just an extended port of Mupen64 vanilla in the RSP. Use this combination if you have the bottom end of the COMPUTER and can't handle the installation you're using normally. Precision/ Rogue Squadron Video: z64 RSP: cxd4-ssse3 z64 is the port of z64gl, a low-level video emulation plug-in for N64
emulators. It comes with its own accompanying z64 RSP, but the cxd4 (RSP Interpreter BatCat plug-in port) seems more accurate and very well optimized. This setup is capable of playing complex games like Rogue Squadron with very few graphic glitches, and it's faster than the Project64 to download.
Sorry for the long I've attached new Windows and Linux builds. They contain the latest updates for GLideN64, no work has happened on the Mupen64Plus core since the last build. Here are notable changes for the zlt/username
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